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Executive Summary
Quinte Waste Solutions (the operating name of the Centre & South Hastings Waste Services
Board) services 9 municipalities. All municipalities have their own unique communities, as well
as diverse waste service levels. This makes constant and accurate messaging to all residents
challenging despite the efforts to use numerous communication outlets. Communication outlets
include radio, newspapers, social media, website, newsletters, municipal partner marketing,
presentations and tours.
In this project, Quinte Waste Solutions (QWS) engaged in a strategic promotion and education
(P&E) campaign with the goal of decreasing black plastics and polycoat cups (also known as
coffee/hot beverage/disposable cups) in the container and paper recycling streams. These
materials are not accepted in the QWS recycling system and are considered residue or
contamination (garbage in the recycling). Ultimately reducing residue decreases recycling
collection and processing costs. The QWS initiative set out to quantify the cost of implementing
the best practice of frequent targeted marketing over a long period of time, and in this case, it
was over a year.
This campaign targeted three different multi-residential buildings, low-rise, high-rise, and rowhouses. The building demographics included owners, middle income renters and geared-toincome (subsidized) renters. Six buildings were chosen, allowing for three pairs of building type.
One building in each pair was the control, receiving no information, and the other was the
experimental group, receiving multiple promotions. Five comprehensive waste audits (July,
October 2018; & January, June, Oct 2019) were completed during the project in order to
compare buildings. The project sought to educate residents on proper recycling set-out, focussing
on removing two “contaminants” from the recycling, black plastics and polycoat/disposable
cups.
The P&E materials consisted of 7 door hangers, initially distributed in October 2018; and six
additional times in 2019 (January, March, June, July, August, and September). They delivered
the same message - ‘black plastic and coffee cups are garbage’. This message was enhanced with
posters on “what is recyclable and not” which were displayed in the buildings. The messaging
was simple and straightforward and did not change. There were approximately 250 units
involved in the experimental buildings receiving promotions. The cost was
$1.68/unit/doorhanger including design, printing, administration, and distribution.
The project showed success in reducing the non-program materials (black plastic and
polycoat/disposable cups) in the recycling stream. This was primarily seen in the low-rise
building that received promotions and had strong superintendent support. Pre and post promotion
analysis showed a greater change in the kg/unit/wk of black plastics and polycoat cups in the
recycling of the experimental buildings when compared to the control buildings. Also noted was
a decrease of these materials in the overall waste systems (total kg’s in recycling and garbage)
and lower contamination rates in the buildings that received P&E.
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1. Introduction
As recycling markets change, the materials Quinte Waste Solutions (QWS) can accept at the
Material Recovery Facility (MRF) also change. When this happens, an aggressive promotion and
educational campaign is created and disseminated. In 2015, processors started to disallow black
plastics and single-use polycoat/coffee cups.
QWS provides blue box collection to approximately 78,100 households, of which 6,100 are
multi-residential units. Recent QWS curbside waste audits showed an overall contamination rate
of 7.6%. To meet the anticipated province-wide acceptable level of 3% contamination, QWS has
been working to correct residential blue box set-out practices. This is especially critical as
province-wide waste composition study show that contamination rates are continuing to rise,
especially for those living in multi-residential buildings (MR)1.
This project set out to reduce the amount of contamination and quantify the cost of implementing
a campaign that adheres to the P&E better practice of frequent targeted marketing over a longer
period of time. Over a year, targeted promotional messages, on doorhangers, were delivered to a
predetermined set of multi-residential units. The messaging was reinforced through posters,
Facebook campaigns, a recycling guide, sort carts, and education of superintendents / property
managers.
QWS set out to quantify the extent to which using Promotions & Education (P&E) reduced
contamination rates and thus lowered recycling service costs for Multi-Residential (MR)
buildings. The goal was to see if repeated messaging would activate a change in residential
behaviour. It was anticipated that this would translate into an effective cost saving solution to be
shared on the CIF’s Multi-Residential web resource page and used as a subject matter for future
CIF training courses.

1

Based on the results of the CIF 2017/18 Waste Composition Studies www.thecif.ca
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2. Background
Quinte Waste Solutions (QWS) is the operating name of the Centre & South Hastings Waste
Services Board. Established in 1990, QWS provides curbside recycling, household hazardous
waste collection and waste electronics collection for the 9 municipal partners that make up the
Board. They are as follows: Belleville, Quinte West, Prince Edward County, Tyendinaga
Township, Madoc, Centre Hastings, Stirling-Rawdon, Marmora & Lake, and Tweed (see Figure
1).

Figure 1: Map of QWS Service Area
Waste management services vary for each municipality (See
Table 1). For example, Stirling-Rawdon does not have a green bin program and garbage
collection is on a different day of the week than recycling collection. Each municipality has
independent contracts for garbage and green bins with different collectors i.e. Waste
Management, GFL or Waste Connections.
NOTE: Three municipalities use clear garbage bags which affects their total waste diversion
percentages.
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Table 1: Waste Management System Overview for Quinte 2019
Single Family
Location
Service
Garbage

Recycling

Various

Collection
Various

Belleville
Quinte West
Prince Edward County
Tyendinaga Township
Madoc Village
Madoc Township
Centre Hastings
Stirling-Rawdon
Marmora & Lake
Tweed

Weekly
Weekly/Bi-Weekly
Weekly/Bi-Weekly
Bi-weekly
Weekly
Bi-Weekly
Bi-Weekly
Bi-Weekly
Biweekly
Depot

2.1 Community Profile
The 9 municipalities have a total population of 145,019. Residents have predominantly moved
from larger communities i.e. Toronto and surrounding areas. The largest military base in Canada
(CFB Trenton), with a consistent flow of military personnel from across the country, is located
within the service area. As well, Prince Edward County approximately doubles in population
during tourist season (May to October). As such, QWS P&E needs to be consistent and frequent
with its recycling messaging.
Table 2: Total Stops for All Municipalities 2018
Single
MultiOther
Total
Family
Residential
48,376
664
1,975
51,015
Table 3: Number of Households Serviced by Quinte Waste Solutions 2018
Municipality
Population
SF
MR
Campground
Serviced Serviced by
/ Depot
by QWS
QWS
Belleville
50,720
14,330
249
7
Quinte West
Prince Edward
County
Tyendinaga
Township

Total
Households
14,586

43,577

16,249

325

9

16,583

24,735

9,894

69

5

9,968

4,297

1,693

1

0

1,694

Madoc

2,078

839

1

3

843

Centre Hastings

4,774
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Municipality

Population

SF
Serviced
by QWS

MR
Campground
Serviced by
/ Depot
QWS

Total
Households

Stirling-Rawdon

4,882

1,443

3

1

1,447

Marmora & Lake

3,912

1,663

3

2

1,668

Tweed

6,044

607

2

0

609

145,019

46,718

653

27

52,172

Total

2.2

Program Challenges

Since 2018, QWS has experienced three main issues:
• high levels of contamination in the recycling in MR buildings (as seen by “front line”
MR collection drivers and MRF sort staff)
• market issues with black plastic and polycoat cups; and
• challenging communications in MR buildings between residents and property
managers/superintendents (i.e. recycling messaging is not always passed along from
management to residents).

3. Approach
Through the Multi-Residential Contamination Abatement P&E project, QWS aimed to lower
contamination by testing consistent messaging to residents in apartment buildings. In order to
test this theory, QWS created and disseminated promotional materials for each season in
buildings to see if there was a measurable change (by analyzing the waste audit data that was
obtained during the project). Each apartment building was paired off with a similar building.
One building served as a control subject, meaning it received no messaging from QWS, and the
other building served as the experimental building, meaning it received targeted messaging (i.e.
black plastics and polycoat cups are garbage). The project aimed to determine if repeated
messaging would yield a decrease in contamination.

3.1

Set Up and Implementation

3.1.1 Description and Timeline
To ensure residents within apartment buildings received the messages about black plastics and
polycoat cups, QWS consistently messaged residents via doorhangers over the period of one
year. The goal was to change residents recycling set out habits and behaviours. It was thought
that messaging needed to be seen numerous times before it is received, understood, and action
was taken. The goal of this project was to change habits associated with recycling by convincing
residents, through targeted promotion in selected buildings, to put black plastic and polycoat
cups into the garbage. The following provides an overview of the project activities (See Figure 2
and
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Table 4).

Figure 2: Project Timeline Overview
Starting in the summer of 2018, QWS commenced the CIF/SO annual MR 4-season waste
composition study (CIF Project #1044). In this study, five buildings received audits of garbage
and recycling. To meet the requirements of this project (CIF Project #1055), QWS added a sixth
building onto the composition study to measure the impact of promotions. Additionally, this
project completed one more audit in the fall of 2019, so overall data was collected from 5 audit
periods.
Table 4: Project Timeline Details
DATE
ACTIVITY
July 2018
• Baseline audit
Aug/Sept 2018 • Project approval and plan
Oct 2018
• Design first doorhangers
• Choose target building vs the control buildings
• Contact building to receive cooperation
• Explain the project to each of the building project managers to get feedback
on their buildings
Nov 2018
• Distribute 1st round of doorhangers (QWS completed distribution)
• Conduct 1st project waste audit
• Distribute sorting cards (Appendix D) to superintendents
Jan 2019
• Update and order 2nd doorhanger
• Consult with CIF MRWG on design
• Distribute 2nd doorhanger
• 3rd project waste audit started
Feb 2019
• 3rd audit completed and results received
Mar 2019
• Distribute 3rd round of doorhangers
• Conduct 2nd project waste audit
• Communications Coordinator leaves (March 5th)
April 2019
• New Communication Coordinator hired and started (April 22nd)
• 4th audit completed
May 2019
• 4th audit results received
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DATE
June 2019
July 2019
Aug 2019

Sept 2019

Oct 2019

3.1.2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACTIVITY
4 doorhanger approved and sent to printer
4th doorhanger distributed
5th doorhanger approved and sent to printer
5th doorhanger distributed
6th doorhanger approved and sent to printer
6th doorhanger distributed
MR Recycling guide to superintendents (Appendix D)
7th doorhanger approved and sent to printer
7th doorhanger distributed
Final audit completed
Final audit results received
Final Report
th

Set Up and Implementation Challenges and Solutions

Three challenges were experienced during this project.
1. Building selection
2. Staffing
3. Final Audit sorting location and data
It took considerable time to select and research appropriate and comparable buildings for this
project. For ease of coordination, buildings needed to have the same garbage collection
contractor, had similar resident demographics, waste generation amounts, and number of total
units.
There was a 6-week gap in staff mid-project. A sudden employee departure meant hiring and
training a new employee and as such, project timelines were skewed. A two-month delay in
distributing the 4th doorhangers resulted and overall only 7 doorhangers were distributed (8 were
originally scheduled).
Securing an audit site for the final audit was an issue. Property owners were concerned about
having garbage, organics and recycling sorted on properties and third parties having access to
amenities. A site wasn’t secured until August 2019 for the September 2019 audit. Moreover, in
the final audit, auditors only sorted targeted non-acceptable materials (black plastics and
polycoat cups). Contamination rates were not tracked in the final audit due to aggregating
materials categories for a more efficient and cost-effective audit. For the final audit, it would
have been beneficial to have sorted the materials (specifically recyclable containers and fibres)
into a few additional categories to be more comparable with the other composition data
collected.
See Table 5 for the key lessons learned.
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Table 5: Project Implementation Challenges, Solutions and Lessons Learned
Key
Solution Implemented
Lesson Learned
Problem
Building
Additional staff time
Identify and confirm project buildings prior to
Choices
allocated to confirm
project start and have buffer buildings just in
promotional (experimental) case.
and control buildings
Staff Change New staff hired and trained Future projects would benefit from crossto complete project.
training with multiple staff in order to maintain
project cohesion and delivery in instances of
staff shifts.
Audits
Alternative site was found
Set up contract with one audit site and schedule
audits in advance, avoiding end of month
auditing. Also, have clear measuring categories
at the beginning of the project for consistency
of analysis in the final report.

3.2 Monitoring and Measurement Methodology
3.2.2 Buildings
Six buildings were included in the study: two low-rise (LR - green), two high-rise (HR - blue),
and two row-house complexes (RH - orange). In each pairings of buildings, one building
received promotional materials “experiment” and the other received nothing and were considered
the “control” buildings. The following table provides descriptions of the buildings.
Table 6: Study Buildings – Overview
Name /
Building Picture
Demographics
Benjamin (LR)
Middle-lower
income

# of
Units
36
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Name /
Building Picture
Demographics
Cannifton
(LR) Middle
income rentals

# of
Units
40

Depot
Promotions?
Details
Garbage = No, Control
8YD
Recycling =
4x95g
OCC Area
and Glass
Bin

Palmer (HR) –
Mixture of mid
to low income
residents.
Geared to
income rental
units.

118

Garbage =
Yes,
1x8YD Experimental
compactor
Recycling =
6x95g
1xOCC /
Glass Bin

Dundas (HR)
Mid-income
rentals. Adults
and Seniors

118

Garbage = No (added to
1x2YD
study in
compactor November
Recycling =
2018),
9x95g
Control
1xOCC /
Glass Bin

North Park
(RH) –
Mixture of
owned units
and rentals

60

Tracey Park
(RH) – Ontario
housing, mix
of mid to low
income family
rentals

78

Garbage =
Yes,
1x6YD Experimental
Recycling =
9x95g
1xOCC Bin
No Glass
Garbage = No, Control
2x6YD
Recycling =
6x95g
No OCC /
Glass Bin

Site visits prior to project commencement (see Appendix A) showed that most waste depots
(areas that residents access waste carts and bins) with respect to recycling were in better than
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average condition with the exception of Tracy Park which was in average condition. This means
that carts were accessible, well lit, labelled, kept clean, and carts were in good working
condition. Most recycling areas were noted to need additional signage – beyond the labels on the
carts. More pictures and information on the buildings can be found in Appendix A: Building
Details.

3.2.1 Waste Audits
In order to track the effectiveness of the promotions, waste audits were conducted on:
• July 30-Aug 3, 2018
• November 19-23, 2018
• January 28-February 1, 2019
• April 8-12, 2019
• September 23-27, 2019
Garbage and two streams of recycling materials (fibre and containers) were collected by QWS
staff, labelled and delivered to a central audit site. Materials were kept in a secure, covered location
to prevent contamination from outside sources such as weather or animals. A contractor was hired
to complete all 5 audits. Material was separated by stream, material type and weighed. The
following categories were monitored pre and post promotion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Polycoat Beverage Cups
#1 PETE Bottles and Jars – black
#1 PETE Thermoform – Black
#2 HDPE Bottles and Jugs – Black
#5 Other PP Containers – Black
#6 PS – Expanded Polystyrene
#6 PS – Expanded Polystyrene – Black
#6 PS – Non-expanded Polystyrene (Black)
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Figure 3: Waste Audit Photo – please note this is not an actual picture of Project 1055.
Baseline Data:
The July 2018 audit provided baseline data before any directed P&E took place. One building,
Dundas was not included in the first audit as it was not included in the Project 1044 audits.
However, given that Dundas was a “control” building, the November waste audit was utilized in
the analysis as the baseline for all buildings (see Results). In order to be able to compare buildings,
the data was standardized to kg/unit/wk of materials in the recycling.
Table 7: July 2018 Baseline Recycling Audit Results (kg/unit/wk)

As is noted in Table 7, the average kg/unit/wk in the experimental buildings was higher for black
plastic and polycoat cups than in the control buildings. North Park had the highest amount of black
plastic (0.0160kg/unit) and polycoat cups (0.0207kg/unit).
3.2.2 Promotions
The main promotion pieces that were delivered directly to each unit of the experimental (aka
“promotion”) buildings were 7 unique doorhangers (See Figure 4). Further, posters were placed
in the buildings that provided more details and pictures about what was recyclable and what was
not (see Appendix C). In addition, sort cards and MR Recycling guides were provided to
superintendents in the experimental buildings to distribute to residents.
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Figure 4: QWS Promotions
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4. Project Results and Analysis
4.1

Project Results

To compare building pairings, the capture rate of black plastics and polycoat cups in the garbage
was used. Capture rate is the percentage of the material found in the correct stream, in this case
garbage, out of the total materials available in all the waste (garbage, fibre-recycling, and
containers-recycling).

4.1.1 Low Rise Buildings Results
Benjamin (low-rise) captured 100% of black plastics in the garbage stream (see Figure 5) in the
final audit. Polycoat cups improved (most of the cups were correctly captured in the garbage) in
January 2019 (after the first doorhanger delivery) however, this success was not sustained through
to the end of the project.
Cannifton, Benjamin’s ‘twin’ control building also increased black plastic garbage capture and
showed decreased polycoat cup capture.

Benjamin
Black Plastic

Cups

---- Doorhanger Promotion

Oct-19

Sep-19

Cannifton
Black Plastic

Cups

No Doorhanger Promotion

Figure 5: Low-Rise Capture of Black Plastics and Polycoat Cups in Garbage Stream
Further, the total amount of black plastics and polycoat cups (by weight) in the entire waste system
was tracked. This was to see if the residents, upon finding out that these materials were not
recyclable, had reduced the amount in the overall waste system (see Figure 6). Benjamin had a
reduction in both black plastics and polycoat cups within the system, as did Cannifton.
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Apr-19

40.00%

Mar-19

50.00%

Feb-19

60.00%
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Jan-19
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60.00%

Dec-18

70.00%

Oct-18

80.00%

Nov-18

80.00%

Sep-18

90.00%

Aug-18

100.00%

90.00%

Jul-18

100.00%

Aug-18

% Capture in Garbage

Jul-18

% Capture in Garbage
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Total Weight (kg) in All Waste

Total Weight (kg) in All Waste
6.00

6.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

-

Jul-18

Nov-18

Jan-19

Apr-19

Oct-19

Jul-18

Nov-18

Jan-19

Benjamin
Black Plastic

Apr-19

Oct-19

Cannifton
Cups

Black Plastic

Cups

Figure 6: Low-Rise Total Weight of Black Plastics and Polycoat Cups in All Waste Streams

4.1.2. High Rise Buildings Results
Palmer, another P&E building, had decreased capture of black plastic in the garbage (see Figure
7) which was not the desired outcome. Polycoat cups seemed to have shifted in the Palmer building
in January (close to 100%) but this trend did not continue to the end of the project. Palmer ended
up with decreased capture of polycoat cups in garbage as seen in the final waste audit. Palmer’s
twin building, Dundas, had low capture rates of both materials in the garbage.

% Capture in Garbage

% Capture in Garbage

Palmer
Black Plastic

Cups

---- Doorhanger Promotion

Oct-19

Sep-19

Aug-19

Jul-19

Jun-19

Apr-19

Mar-19

Feb-19

Jan-19

Dec-18

Nov-18

Oct-18

Sep-18

Aug-18

Jul-18

Oct-19

Sep-19

Aug-19

Jul-19

Jun-19

Apr-19

Mar-19

Jan-19

Feb-19

Dec-18

Oct-18

Nov-18

Sep-18

Aug-18

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Jul-18

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Dundas
Black Plastic

Cups

No Doorhanger Promotion

Figure 7: High-Rise Capture of Black Plastics and Polycoat Cups in Garbage Stream
As seen in Figure 8, the amount of black plastic and polycoat cups by weight in the waste at
Palmer decreased throughout the project timeline. The amount that was found in Dundas
remained consistent.
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Total Weight (kg) in All Waste

Total Weight (kg) in All Waste
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0.00
Jul-18

Nov-18

Jan-19

Apr-19

Oct-19

Nov-18

Jan-19

Palmer

Apr-19

Oct-19

Dundas

'Black Plastics

Cups

Black Plastics

Cups

Figure 8: High-Rise Capture Total KG of Black Plastics & Polycoat Cups - All Waste Streams

4.1.3. Row-House Complexes Results
North Park (row house), another P&E Building, maintained black plastic and polycoat cups capture
rate in the garbage stream with very little decreases/increases (see Figure 9). Tracey Park, a control
building, saw a decline in capture of black plastic but increase in polycoat cups to the garbage.

% Capture in Garbage

% Capture in Garbage

North Park
Black Plastic

Cups

---- Doorhanger Promotion

Oct-19

Sep-19

Jul-19

Aug-19

Jun-19

Apr-19

Mar-19

Feb-19

Jan-19

Dec-18

Oct-18

Nov-18

Sep-18

Jul-18

100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
Aug-18

Oct-19

Sep-19

Aug-19

Jul-19

Jun-19

Apr-19

Mar-19

Feb-19

Jan-19

Dec-18

Nov-18

Oct-18

Sep-18

Aug-18

Jul-18

100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

Tracy Park
Black Plastic

Cups

No Doorhanger Promotion

Figure 9: Row-Houses Capture of Black Plastics and Polycoat Cups in Garbage Stream
The total weight (kg) of black plastic at North Park, an experimental building, decreased and
polycoat cups increased. There were increases in both materials at Tracy Park, a control building,
between January and April and then after April there is was decline in both (see Figure 8).
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Nov-18

Jan-19
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North Park
'Black Plastics

'Polycoat Beverage Cups

Jul-18

Nov-18

Jan-19

Apr-19

Tracy Park
Black Plastic

Cups

Figure 10: Row-Houses Capture Total KG of Black Plastics & Polycoat Cups - All Waste
4.2 Analysis
To show the overall the results and compare buildings, the percentage capture rate of black plastics
and polycoat cups in the garbage was measured for each building. The data from the November
2018 and October 2019 audits were used as “pre” and “post” promotion.
Where the lines inclined, improvements were seen (circled in Figure 11). Overall, improvements
were seen in the promotional buildings, mainly with respect to polycoat cups. Benjamin, an
experimental building, and Dundas, a control building, showed improved capture of black plastics
in the garbage. The only promotional building that showed increased capture of both materials in
the garbage was Benjamin.

Figure 11: % Capture of Black Plastic and Polycoat Cups in Garbage – All Buildings
In Figure 12, the weight per unit per week of black plastic was tracked pre (Nov 2018) and post
(Oct 2019) promotions in the recycling (blue) and garbage (black) streams separately. Where the
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Oct-19

line declined, kg/unit decreased for both the recycling and the garbage, it was considered an
improvement. A line slopping downwards meant less black plastic in recycling and less in the
garbage as well. However, an increase in kg/unit in the garbage (black) was also considered
beneficial as long as there was also a decline or slight incline in the kg/unit in the recycling
(blue). Most notably were decreased kg/unit/wk in Benjamin and Palmer buildings. Cannifton
also had a decrease in black plastics. Both North Park and Tracy Park increased per unit of black
plastics in recycling and garbage. North Parks increase of black plastic in the garbage was
noticeably more than in the recycling.

Figure 12: KG per unit of Black Plastics – Recycling vs. Garbage – Pre and Post Promotions.
All Buildings
In Figure 13, the weight per unit per week of polycoat cups was tracked pre (Nov 2018) and post
(Oct 2019) promotions in the recycling and garbage streams separately. It was perceived as
successful if the kg/unit was down in both the recycling (blue) and the garbage (yellow). This
would mean less polycoat cups in the recycling and the garbage respectfully. However, increases
in kg/unit in the garbage (yellow) was also considered a good outcome. All experimental
“promotion” buildings increased per unit weight of polycoat cups in the garbage, the most
prominent increase was seen in North Park. Palmer was the only building with a notable decrease
kg/unit in the recycling stream.
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Figure 13 KG per unit of Polycoat Cups – Recycling vs. Garbage – Pre and Post Promotions.
All Buildings
In order to evaluate the change in recycling, the standardized kg/unit/wk in each building was
tracked in Table 8. As baseline data for Dundas was not available in July 2018, November 2018
was used to calculate percent change. When comparing July 2018 and October 2019 audit
results, all buildings had a decrease in black plastic kg/unit/wk. Similarly, all buildings had a
decrease in kg/unit/wk of polycoat cups with the exception of Cannifton (a 330% increase).
Experimental buildings showed a greater decrease in black plastics (-81%) and
polycoat cups (-69%) on average when compared to the control buildings average (-57% and
-21% respectively).
Table 8: Percent Change in Black Plastic and Polycoat Cups – Recycling (based on Kg/Unit/Wk)

The contamination rates for all recyclables from three comprehensive waste audits (Nov-2018,
January and April 2019) were generated by weight (kg/unit/wk). Figure 14 show experimental
“promotional” buildings with blue lines and the control buildings with grey lines. Contamination
rates for all buildings decreased in the month of January 2019. However, two of the experiment
“promotion” buildings, Benjamin and Palmer showed decreased kg/unit/wk contamination rates
over time. North Park, the high-rise building, had a higher contamination kg/unit/wk in April 2019
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after 3 promotion drops (Oct 2019, January and March 2019). All of the control buildings had the
same or greater kg/unit/wk contamination in the recycling over the project timeline.

Figure 14: Recycling Contamination Trending
The results show that messages regarding putting black plastic and polycoat/coffee cups into the
garbage were received. This was most successful in the Benjamin building as seen in the
increased capture rates of black plastic and polycoat cups in the garbage, decreased per unit of
these materials in the total waste system, and decreased kg/unit contamination. It is unclear the
impact of the promotions on the other buildings given that the results were divergent. Some
buildings improved capture of polycoat cups in the garbage and others improved black plastic.
To understand costs,

Table 9, outlines the cost per doorhanger and the total experimental “promotion” cost per MR
unit. Each time a doorhanger was designed, printed, and distributed it cost QWS $1.68/unit or
$421 total. For all 7 doorhangers, it cost $11.79/unit or close to $3,000 total.
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Table 9: Doorhanger Design and Distribution Costs

5. Project Budget
The following table outlines the proposed project budget, the actual costs, and the CIF Funding
contribution of 43%.
Item

Proposed Budget

Actual Cost

CIF Funding (43%)

P&E Materials

$20,100

$1,596

$686

P&E Distribution and MR Outreach

$14,400

$11,434

$4,917

Measuring and Monitoring

$16,800

$16,853

$6,474
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Mileage

$1,500

$413

$177

Contingency

$2,300

$50.00

$22

$970

-

$268

$56,070

$30,346

$12,544

1.76% non-recoverable taxes
TOTAL

Budget Notes:
P&E Materials: This consists of the cost of creating materials in-house and printing.
P&E Distribution and MR Outreach: Cost of staff time delivering materials, reviewing recycling
depots and engaging with superintendents/property managers.
Measuring & Monitoring: Audit costs include physical audit, collection of materials, disposal of
materials, and staff time.

6. Conclusion
Recycling is complicated. Improving the recycling habits of residents is done through consistent
messaging and constant reinforcement. Educational materials are a great ‘reminder’ of what’s
recyclable or not recyclable.
However, with merely putting doorhangers and posters in buildings, there was no direct
connection with residents. Primary messaging is best delivered in person and then reinforced
through promotional materials. Feedback from some residents suggested that they felt ‘targeted’
and didn’t understand the need for numerous doorhangers.
Further, the message that was promoted merely said ‘black plastic is garbage, polycoat cups are
garbage’. Education is more effective if people know ‘why’. Prior to launching the promotions, a
focus group to review the promotional materials may have provided insightful information to
guide doorhanger/poster development and reduce possible confusion between the P&E pieces.
Resident would have also benefitted from a pre and post project survey to gain insight into
recycling knowledge of residents prior to the promotion and afterwards. The survey may have
also helped determine if the message on the doorhangers were clear, understood, and actionable.
Future projects may benefit from clearly defined and direct educational components. Residents
would benefit from being informed of the process. In Multi-Residential buildings the disconnect
between superintendents / property managers and tenants can be significant. It can’t be expected
that superintendents / property managers pass the correct recycling messaging onto building
residents.
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Overall, the results show that the promotions removed black plastic and polycoat cups from the
recycling stream in the multi-residential buildings that received the doorhangers and posters. The
most successful building, Benjamin, also had high superintendent participation and commitment.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Building Details

Site Visit Results:
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Low-Rise - Benjamin and Cannifton
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High Rise - Palmer and Dundas
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Row Houses - North Park and Tracey Park
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Appendix B: Doorhangers
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Appendix C: Posters
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Appendix D: Multi-Residential Recycling Guides and Sort-Carts
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